Structure and evolution of the Xenopus laevis albumin genes.
The 68K and 74K albumin genes of Xenopus laevis arose by duplication approximately 30 million years ago. Electron microscopic analysis showed that both genes contain 15 coding sequences. The lengths of corresponding coding sequences are almost identical and are extremely similar to those of mammalian albumin genes. A block of four coding sequences, which in mammals codes for one protein domain, is repeated three times. The corresponding introns are usually different in length and have therefore diverged as a result of insertion/deletion events. The extensive homology between these gene sequences is neither confined to nor most extensive in the coding sequences and similar amounts of homologous sequences are found in the flanking DNAs as in the gene regions. Various structures were formed in the 5'-flanking DNA by mutually exclusive pairing of different homology regions. Analysis of the two 74K albumin gene sequences isolated suggests that the X. laevis genome may contain one 68K albumin gene and two very closely related 74K albumin genes.